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A kingdom beset by monsters... A disease that weakens and destroys... An epic poem and a hero of

long ago... A story of danger and desperation. The two princesses of Bamarre couldn't be more

different. Princess Addie is fearful and shy. Her deepest wish is for safety. Princess Meryl is bold

and brave. Her deepest wish is to save the kingdom of Bamarre. They are sisters, and they mean

the world to each other. Then disaster strikes, and Addie - terrified and unprepared - sets out on a

perilous quest. In her path are monsters of Bamarre: ogres, specters, gryphons, and dragons. Addie

must battle them, but time is running out, and the sisters' lives - and Barmarre's fate - hang in the

balance. Gail Carson Levine left her mark on fantasy with her well-loved 1998 Newbery Honor Book

Ella Enchanted. Now she has created another shimmering and tapestried landscape of fantasy and

fairies. Bamarre and the journeys of its two princesses will burn themselves into the minds of

listeners, and all will relish this moving saga about two sisters groping their way toward heroism.
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I fell in love with this gentle fantasy and coming-of-age story. Anyone with experience in fantasy

could tell where this story was going; it was the "getting there" that made it a page turner. There

were some unexpected twists, but they delighted me in that they took the less traveled road and

added depth to the tale.If you like well-written fantasy, I think you'll like this story. I think that young,

shy adults will find validation. It is certainly a book I won't mind revisiting.



Unlike many books with a "message", Two Princesses manages to be a great, non-preachy,

fun-to-read book. The message (or the main message) is that even the timid must find the courage

to fight for what's right and that doing so brings joy. I generally read everything my daughter reads,

not only so I can discuss any troubling points with her, but also because I love childrens' literature.

This one qualifies to be called literature, in my opinion.Just as a matter of personal preference, I

enjoyed Lerine's "Ella" more than I did this book (couldn't tell you why), but my daughter (9) tells me

she liked them both the same. Loved, I should say. Looks like we'll be collecting all the Gail Carson

Levine books we can get our hands on for a while.

I enjoyed this one, and would recommend it. I think the mythology was really interesting. I think my

one complaint was that there was either too much or not enough dragon. It either needed to be a

much shorter part of a more developed quest, or it needed to be the whole book. As it was, there a

major revelation and hints of backstory that just kind of got swept away. I felt the same way about

the father. There was a story there that should have either been developed more, or left out.That

said, I *loved* Addie. She may not have been the plucky brave princess, but that made her all the

more relatable. I would happily read another book about her.

A classic. This was one of my favorite books growing up, and I loved it just as much when I re-read

it recently.

This is one of my favorite books. Maybe out of my age group (I'm 21) but it's so good, I'll probably

still read it again when I'm 30. I love the adventure and the character growth. I'd give it more than 5

stars if I could.

This was a very good book. I liked it`s plots and twists. It was a very good love story, I thought it was

so wonderful. I would recommend it to all ages. It is very appropriate for younger ages. This book

has got me interested in it . It has got me through my long trip I'm on. This was so amazing I

couldn't get my nose out of the book. I recommend you make a sequel.

I had heard of this book on Brooklyn and Bailey's youtube channel and decided to read it. As soon

as I picked it up I couldn't put it down! Words cannot describe thus book. It shows sisterhood,

courage, finding your inner self, all while being clever and magical. The story shows Princess Addie

(Adelina) being scared and shy, finding courage all for one closest to her. There's magic, monsters,



romance, and so much more! Read this book, don't doubt, I'm so glad I didn't! Read it!!!!!! You won't

regret it, I may read it again!!!!!

Childhood nostalgia! It was wonderful to find this book again. The story is fabulous, I highly

recommend for all to read!
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